
Cut-Out Service 

Client asked me remove the

background and replace it with a

white background. Using pen tool

we did this precise cut-out edit. 



HIGH-END
JEWELRY
RETOUCH

We did this flawless retouch for jewelry as the client

told us to  remove the background, retouch stones

and metal retouch,  replace color (silver, gold, and

rose), and add shadow



GHOST
MANNEQUIN 

In this project, we removed the background and
wrinkle accurately as per the client’s instruction.
Also, we had to make the two sides symmetrical
and add a neck joint for a perfect image.   



SKIN RETOUCH
You can see in this particular picture we

removed pimples, made the skin smoother,

whitened the teeth, and skin smoothening,

teeth whitening, and polished the picture

removing the stray hair.



Product Photo Editing
Service

For this project, we removed the background

precisely, retouched the product for a polished look,

and added and reflection shadow for an natural

vibe.

 



Food Photo Editing
Service

Here we edited the imperfect surface of

the chocolate.  Made it look smooth and

nice removing dust and noise in the

background.



E-COMMERCE POST
PRODUCTION

Our E-commerce Post-Production Service

ensures that your products are presented in the

best possible light, encouraging trust and

boosting sales.

We removed the background for this product

so our client can display the product best

possible way. 



CAR IMAGE EDITING

For this car, we removed the

imperfect background and did a

very detailed retouching including

adding a shadow for a natural

composure.  

 



REFLACTION
SHADOW

For this jewelry we removed the

unwanted background, added a

reflection shadow, and retouched to

create a please look.    



SHADOWING 

We added a natural

shadow for this shoe

brand. Besides, we

erased the background

or a the perfect display. 



HAIR MASKING

Achieve flawless integration of hair with any

background. Our skilled editors masterfully isolate

and refine individual strands of hair, ensuring a

natural look. 


